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SPL Phonitor

Headphones account for a surprisingly chunk of the monitoring experience yet
attract not nearly the same attention as speakers. ZENON SCHOEPE encounters the
combination of phones and monitor.
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e may be fussy about our speakers
but we’ll strap any old bit of rubbish
onto our heads and plug into any
socket that’ll take us. The average
in-head experience may not be memorable but good
headphones through a good amp can tell you things
about a mix, performance or track that you often
won’t be listening for on monitors.
And that’s precisely where SPL’s Phonitor comes
in, deriving as it does from the company’s 120V rail
camp of ultra high-end products that its UK£1100
(+ VAT) tag suggests. Describing the Phonitor as a
headphones amp is doing it a disservice. It’s objective,
which is set out at some length in the manual, is to
replicate a loudspeaker setup on headphones; not just
to give you a bit of out of head activity but to replicate
a monitoring setup. The manual explains how to A-B
between your monitor and your headphones and to
bring the two closer in line by using the controls on
the Phonitor. We’ll get back to this.
Connections are on XLR — I-Os on each channel
for inserting the box into any suitable signal chain
— and there’s one headphone socket on the front
and plenty of clout on the large Volume knob. It’s a
quality item with top drawer switch gear. There’s a
Solo switch for isolating the left and right channels
and a phase invert switch for each leg plus Mono and
-20dB Dim switches. Super mechanical meters can
be switched to VU or PPM and you can increase the
sensitivity by 6dB if you want more waggle.
The clever stuff starts with a six-position Speaker
Angle switch (adjustable between 15 and 75 degrees)
that attempts a frequency-dependent simulation of
the ‘speaker’ stereo image width by playing with
interaural time differences. This interacts with a sixposition Crossfeed switch that effectively mixes in
progressively more of each channel into the other
channel. Both are bypassable as one.
A switchable Centre Level pot then allows you to
attenuate the ‘centre’ part of the stereo signal by 0.3,
0.6, 0.9, 1.2 1.6, and 2dB. This simple statement
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underlines the fact that unlike ordinary headphones
amps that effectively give you discrete feeds for left
lughole and right lughole, the Phonitor really does
bring the soundfield up in front of your eyes.
Bypass this circuitry and all you have is an expensive
headphones amp with positively stupendous neutrality
and a superbly effortless power delivery. Switch in
the Crossfeed and Speaker Angle circuitry and you
can nudge the virtual ‘speakers’ closer together and
soften the demarcation between the two. The effects
are subtle but appreciable much as is the stereo centre
attenuation. SPL has judged this well.
I couldn’t detect any phasey artefacts and it’s all as
clean as a whistle. I did detect a subtle drop off in bass
on certain types of programme.
SPL considers the Phonitor to be an alternative to
monitors in certain circumstances. I’d agree with that
to a point but would certainly consider it to be a vastly
better proposition than any other headphones amp. If
you have to use headphones then use a Phonitor as
it’s easier on the ear because the action of bringing the
soundfield more in front of you gives you something
to focus on when listening hard in the same way that
you focus on monitors. That’s a big improvement over
the ‘point sources on your shoulders’ that phones
normally give you.
This won’t be for everyone — the price certainly
won’t be — but if you use cans a lot then you owe it
to yourself to try it. n

PROS

Superb neutrality and performance;
interesting concept that is well
executed; the best in breed headphones
amp.

CONS

Not for everyone; expensive.
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